
•  Grammatical Excursion Assignments 
Text analysis, page length: 

First Short Grammatical Excursion, 1 page 
Second Short Grammatical Excursion, 2 pages 
Long Grammatical Excursion, 3-4 pages 

 
For this assignment, you will write three Grammatical Excursions, two short drafts, and 
one longer draft.  Excursions serve two purposes: they have you practice grammatical 
analysis and investigate the relationship between grammar and style, and they offer you 
an opportunity to hone your own grammatical choices for stylistic purposes.  When you 
understand grammar, you understand how to use language to its best and fullest 
potential, thus making your arguments stronger and more accessible. 
 
For each Grammatical Excursion, you should choose a text from one of our textbooks, 
an essay from either book by Barnet and Bedau: From Critical Thinking to Argument or 
Contemporary & Classic Arguments: A Portable Anthology.  You may use an essay that 
has been assigned in class or one we have not yet read or will read at some point in the 
semester—the choice is yours.  Once you have chosen the text you will analyze, use 
your Rhetorical Grammar textbook for reference to sort through the variety of ways 
grammar is applied by the author.   
 
There are various ways in which you might approach this assignment: 

• Limit yourself to one paragraph and address a variety of grammatical techniques 
used in the passage 

• Focus on a pattern, such as how an author might use adverbials throughout their 
essay 

• Compare and contrast how an author has varied their use of grammatical structures 
between the two essays 

• Compare and contrast how two authors use specific forms of grammar differently.  
For example, how do two authors work differently with prepositional phrases 

• Choose one sentence pattern to address in a variety of essay passages 
 
Each Grammatical Excursion has been assigned after reading specific sections of 
Rhetorical Grammar.  The first short Grammatical Excursion, for example, has been 
assigned after we read and discuss the first three chapters of the book.  I do not expect 
to see you address anything in your assignment that has not already been assigned in 
class. 
 
See the syllabus for formatting specifics. The due date for this assignment is listed in 
the Weekly Schedule.  


